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Endangered species worksheets grade 3

It is hard to believe that in this day and age, animals still face extinction and are classified as endangered. Endangered animals are not far removed from us in proximity. For example, we have just discovered that certain species of sea turtles found on the island where we live are considered endangered. This has provoked my little ones' curiosity to know more about endangered animals. If your kids are
exploring this topic as well this school year, then grab some of these resources and worksheets all about endangered animals that can help bring your lessons to life. We never stop to think about the animals around us sometimes. Maybe it's because we're so involved in our own lives. Once we realized that sea turtles in the ocean around us are classified as endangered, we began to notice that fewer and
fewer of them are seen around the waters. Very rarely do we see them at all anymore. It's pretty sad. We started researching and learned that the Hawksbill turtle and the battleship turtle have lost their population by 90% in the last 100 years. 80 percent have been lost in the last ten years alone (One Kind Planet). My children were surprised at how recently they have lost so many. You wouldn't think so, but
many of our favorite growing animals are considered endangered now. According to One Kind Planet, animals such as the gorilla, rhinoceros, orangutan and even tigers are making the top ten critically endangered lists worldwide. Educating our children about the effects of why these animals are considered endangered species can be quite complicated. However, the more children are informed about this
issue, the more they are aware of the impact they have on their environment. Why study endangered animals? The word endangered is quite powerful. Children can quickly relate the word to knowing that animals are actually in danger from the environment around them. And we humans, we have a lot to do with it. We, as a people, are doing things to hurt animals - some intentional and some as a
byproduct of our actions. People hunt animals for food or entertainment/leisure. We also destroy the places where they live to build things we want, such as access to roads or homes. That's pretty sad. However, it doesn't have to be such a stricken issue for our children. We understand that the Lord is sovereign, and has left us clear instructions to follow about how we should treat and view animals as part
of their creation. We found some parts of this resource useful about Bible teachings on animal protection and nature (click on the link above on this page for the free pdf) to share with the Children. It is a good representation of how animals fall into the scheme of God's will and design. The Lord has left us with the scriptures, which clearly affirms our role in caring for animals and nature. Here are just a few:
Proverbs 12:10 – A fair man takes into account for the life of his beast. Psalm 145:9 – The Lord is good for everyone, and his compassion compassion about everything he's done. Psalm 50:10-11 – For every beast of the forest is mine and livestock in a thousand hills. I know all the birds in the mountains: and the wild beasts of the countryside are mine. Luke 12:6 – Aren't five sparrows sold for two cents?
And none of them forget before God. Psalm 104:24 – Oh Lord, what your works are like! In wisdom you have done all of them; the earth is full of your creatures. These Bible verses are great for memorizing alongside their lessons from endangered species to create awareness for our little ones. Your family may also find it nice to put your love for animals into action. Here are a few ways your family can get
involved in awareness of endangered species while learning: Field trips plan a trip to a conservation center and let your children explore how they care for animals the right way. Buy cruelty-free brands in your home. Read the hashtags and have your children do some research on cruelty-free brands available in local stores as an alternative to other brands. Ethical Elephant has a list of more than 500
brands of cruelty that your children can investigate. Watch documentaries or films focusing on animals and the environment. Kids really enjoy nature shows – well, my kids do. I love how children can find animals and how they live so intriguingly. There are swarms of videos on Netflix or Youtube that can help them learn. Wild Republic Endangered Animals Nature Tube, Toy Figures, Tube Animals, Gifts for
Children, Animals endangered, Panda, Rhinoceros, Tiger and more, 18-PieceWild Red Republic Panda Cuddly, Cuddly Animals, Cuddly Toy, Gifts for Children, Hug'Ems 7Bits and Pieces – Nest of Endangered Species-Hand Painted Wood Nest Dolls – Set of 5 Dolls of 5.5 Rhino , Cuddle Animals, Cuddle Toy, Gifts for Kids, Cuddlekins 12 Inches Resources and Worksheets below will help your family study
everything about endangered animals : Project based learning activity: endangered animal awareness, build an app (PBL) | Digital Divide and Conquer Endangered Species Unit: Primate Lesson Plan | Kid World Citizen Animals Endangered Data for Children and Snow Leopard Data for Kids | Active Wild World Wildlife Service Learning Project (Endangered Animal Group) | exploraSTORY Learning with
Tori Ime FREE Animal Word Search: Endangered Species | Education.com animals in danger of free printing | The Relaxed Homeschool Collect, Craft &amp;&amp; Learn: Endangered wildlife seals | Damages Horn Free Printable Endangered Animal Worksheets | Easy worksheets English esl teacher in danger of extinction working | iSLCollet of endangered species | edHelper endangered terrestrial
animals cards 3 parts and endangered marine animals cards 3 parts | Homeschooling My Kinetic Kids {FREE} Endangered Animals Coloring Pages and Emerging Readers and Endangered Animals FOR FREE Write Printable Activities | In everything you do endangered animal reports research project templates plus BOOM cards | Characteristics of the teacher endangered animals Presentations FREE |
The Power of Pete Pete Endangered Sumatran Station Orangutan Animal Poster | Teaching Incoming Animals in Danger of Extinction Placemat | Tottalk Endangered Animal Word Wall | Set of endangered animals Montessorikiwi | Reading Club Fun Endangered Animals Research Project | Think Grow Giggle Animals endangered - Project based on the science of learning | Sweet Integrations Animals
endangered nonfiction | Stories of Second Degree Endangered Study Units Ideas | A book day of endangered history and extinct animals from the rainforest - full steam lesson | Endangered Animal Teas - PowerPoint &amp;& amp; Activities | Ryan Nygren - RKN DK Eyewitness Books: Endangered Animals: Find out why some of the world's creatures are dying and what can we do to protect them from 101
fascinating facts about 10 endangered animals in the world!: Children's Educational Animal BookThe world's most endangered animals (All about animals)Critically endangered animals : What are they? Animal Books for Children | Children's animal books Exploring endangered animals can help children pay more attention to the environment around them. They may even begin to wish for mosquitoes or
ants to face extinction, but there is not so much luck. The world is struggling with environmental problems, but make sure God's sovereign hand is at everything, and he is faithful. He has created the most beautiful image we could ever think of in our minds. Appreciating and learning about those animals that are in danger is beneficial to all our children, especially in the context of God's perfect design. So,
grab these resources and start the journey to learn all about endangered animals with your students this year at home. Jeannette is a domestically educated wife, mother and mother. She has been powerfully saved by grace and is grateful for God's sovereignty during the journey of her life. She holds a degree in English Education and an MBA. Jeannette is bilingual and currently lives in the South Pacific
Tongan Islands. She publishes daily gifts for schoolchildren at home! These spreadsheets of endangered species of science are great for any classroom. Engage your students with these endangered species worksheets of science. Members receive unlimited access to more than 49,000 cross-sectional educational resources, including interactive activities, clipart and custom spreadsheet-generating
abctools. These spreadsheets of endangered species of science are ideal for teachers, housewives and parents. = Member site document sign: Endangered species (color) This sign makes a large report cover. Sign: Endangered species (b/w) This sign also makes great report coverage. Fact Cards: Endangered species make their own set of trading cards for endangered species. Do several of the same
to trade with your classmates. Print on cardstock for longer wear. Draws a picture in the box. Comprehension: Lemurs (top primary) A reading comprehension with multiple short choice and answer essay questions, and a crossword puzzle to help students know more about these endangered rain forest animals. Dr. Seuss' The (primary/elem) Book Use this printable worksheet 'Book: Dr. Seuss' The Lorax
(primary/elem)' in the classroom or at home. Your students will love this 'Book: Dr. Seuss' The Lorax (primary/elem)'. Imagine yourself in truffula forest... I wonder what the Once-ler thinks of all its money ... Finish verses with your own names of your nonsense... Enjoy the word Lorax find. You will find these activities and more in this accompaniment to Dr. Seuss's classic caution, The Lorax! Fill in the facts
about habitat, diet, characteristics and more for sea otter. Maze: Endangered Animals 3 (Hard) Help find the sea turtle. Coloring Page: Long-head bat less part of our endangered animal unit. Coloring Page: The right whale part of our endangered animal unit. Animal Endangered Major, Less, or Equal (Primary) Learning Center This Endangered Animal Major, Less, or Equal (Primary) Learning Center is
perfect for practicing number sentence skills. Elementary school students will love this Larger Endangered Animal, Less or Equal (Primary) Learning Center. Type the symbol (, =) in the circle that makes the number phrase correct in this endangered animal-themed learning center. Multiplication of endangered animals (elem) Word problems this multiplication of endangered animals (èem) Word problems is
perfect for practicing problem solving skills. Your elementary school students will love this multiplication of endangered animals (èem) word problems. â€œ A shepherd of Bactrian camels grazing walks three miles an hour. How far do camels walk in five hours?â€¦ Five problems of multiplication words with an endangered animal theme. Mask: Endangered Animal - Elephant Fact Sheet: Endangered Birds
of Australia (elem/upper elem/middle) An illustrated one-page fact sheet with five endangered birds from Australia. It includes the teacher's grade, a page of 6 discussion questions for elementary and upper secondary students and a completion question page for elementary school students. It is part of a series of information sheets on endangered species. Datasheet: Endangered Mammals of South
America (Upper/Medium Elem/Elem) An illustrated one-page fact sheet with five endangered mammals from South America. It includes the teacher's grade, a page of 6 discussion questions for elementary and upper secondary students and a completion question page for elementary school students. It is part of a series of information sheets on endangered species. Datasheet: America's endangered
invertebrates (upper / medium elem) A one-page illustrated fact sheet with five endangered North American invertebrates, plus a page of 6 discussion questions for the top elementary/middle school and a page of 7 short answer questions for elementary school students. It also includes the teacher's grades. It is part of a series of information sheets on endangered species. Favorite Endangered Animal Clip
Art This endangered favorite Animal Clip Art is perfect for practicing counting and grafting skills. Your elementary elemental students will love this Favorite Endangered Animal Clip Art. Use the count sheet and graphic form to determine your favorite endangered animals. Maze: Endangered Animals 1 (Easier) Help find the snow leopard. Help the panda find the bamboo. Maze: Endangered animals 4
(harder) help the kiwi find the earthworm. Maze: Rain forest animals 1 (easier) Maze: Rain forest animals 2 (easy) Help the siye-aye get the coconut. Maze: Rain forest animals 3 (hard) Help find the ring-tailed lemur. Maze: Rain forest animals 4 (harder) Help the Toucan capture the tree frog. Frog.
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